In the process of cutting the coil, tend to appear coil are different specifications for raw materials, the required production of different sizes of products, and the number of the corresponding product production is different. in order to improve the utilization of the coil, reduce scrap, A genetic algorithm with improved preference is proposed to solve the problem of optimization of coil cutting. Based on the traditional genetic algorithm, the cutting planning model is established to determine the cutting arrangement of the web to be cut. In order to solve the problem of avoiding the local optimal and premature convergence of the genetic algorithm, adopt the method of generation of father and son to participate in competition to improve the genetic algorithm. The results of statistical analysis show that the improved genetic algorithm can improve the optimization ability and obtain the optimal solution of the coil cutting problem. 
INTRODUCTION
For a processing enterprise, it is important to use a reasonable use raw materials in order to reduce costs and improve efficiency1.For example, in the manufacturing process of capacitor, for is, the cathode foil and electrolytic paper and other raw 1 Guitang Wang, Chaoqiong Yang, Zhishen Cheng, Yuxiang Zhang, Guangdong University of Technology, Guangzhou, Guangdong, China.
materials cannot be used directly, enterprises generally buy the coil, and then according to the different distribution of the specifications of the capacitor for cutting. For the minimum amount of waste generated during the cutting process, the remaining number of rolls that have been cut are the least to find the optimal cutting distribution scheme which can meet the demand. In recent years, a large number of intelligent algorithms have emerged, such as genetic algorithm, tabu search algorithm, ant colony algorithm, immune algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm23, etc., all can be tried to cut the optimization. Genetic algorithm is similar to natural evolution, according to the genes on the chromosome to find a good chromosome to solve the problem. The algorithm itself does not understand the problem to be solved. It only evaluates each chromosome generated in the algorithm, and then chooses the chromosome based on the fitness value, so that the chromosomes with high adaptability get more breeding opportunities . It can be seen that the genetic algorithm is a kind of computer simulation method, which has the characteristics of wide application, multi-point search, good robustness, strong adaptability and high parallelism. In essence, it is a kind of adaptive ability to search the optimization method8.
In this paper, we mainly analyze the genetic algorithm and improve it in the application of the optimization problem of coil cutting, and improve the optimization ability of the intelligent algorithm9 -11. According to the experimental analysis, compared with the traditional genetic algorithm, the improved genetic algorithm has better adaptability and stability, and better search ability.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL ANALYSIS
Different specifications of aluminum foil and electrolytic paper generally width and width are different, even if the specifications of raw materials are consistent, the general length and width of the production of different manufacturers are different. The material of the material is usually cut to match order. For different orders of its product specifications and the number of orders, there will be cutting width and cutting the number of differences. In general, the calculation of the width of each coil and the number of cookies that are assigned to each one is a lot of manpower, and there are often waste products. Based on this, the problem to be solved is to let the system optimize the volume of the known coil, the width of the cutting and the corresponding number of cookies as the input parameters, and optimize the algorithm to reduce the waste generation and the remaining cutting count to obtain the optimal cutting plan.
Parameter Definition And Description
N: cake wide type collection; j: bread wide type serial number; gi: bread width; sj: each pie number; M: volume collection; m: total volume number; m1: the number of volumes whose remaining width is not zero; m2: The remaining width is less than the maximum width of the cutting type of the number of volumes; m3: the remaining width need to re-cut the number of volumes. i: volume number; qi: roll width; wi: residual width; vi: obsolete width; yi: remaining available width; ui: residual width after cutting width.
Model Design
Planning objectives: Goal 1: Under the condition that the given π corresponds to the required number of bakes, find the coil cutting scheme that satisfies the condition and has the smallest total waste width. The waste width penalty factor is denoted by k1.
Goal 2: In the remaining width, try to make the remaining width equal to one of the width values of one of the cutting types or the multiple of several width values. Otherwise, cut the remaining waste width penalty factor again with k2.
Goal 3: When a coil opened, try to cut it as soon as possible. The penalty factor with a residual width of zero is denoted by k3.
Goal 4: When a coil is opened, try to make the remaining width of the coil after opening is less than the maximum width of the cutting type, in order to avoid each coil are not fully utilized, otherwise regarded as indiscriminate closure, the penalty factor with k4 said.
Goal 5: In the remaining width, try to make the remaining width equal to the cutting of a certain kind of width value, to avoid the remaining waste width. Otherwise the next must be cut again, once again cut the penalty factor with k5 said.
The total objective function C is expressed by the formula (1):
The above k1, k2, k3, k4, k5 are constants and the constraint conditions are:1 the total number width of the initial given must be greater than the product of the target width set and the number of the pie. 2 The cutting width must be less than the width of the roll. 3 When cutting, arrange the serial number in front of the coil.
ALGORITHM DESIGN AND SOLUTION

Coding Method Design
Parameter matrix12 and description: As defined in Section 1.1, it is assumed that a coil of a total of n breads is to be cut and that there are m rolls for cutting, then an n * m coil cutting code matrix A can be constructed.
Among them, aij represents the number of rolls that are required to cut the width of the j. From the above, the jth cake width of the material to be cut the total number of sj is as follows:
After the whole volume of the coil is cut, the remaining width wi is:
When w min g |j ∈ N , the discard width is the remaining width
When w min g |j ∈ N ，the remaining available width is the remaining width v 0 y w
The chromosome coding method can be determined according to the coding matrix A described above. The definition of chromosomes consists of m pieces, each of which contains n genes, each of which is determined by a row of coding matrices, separated by "-1" between small segments and small segments, representing different volumes of the entire coil. So the length of the chromosome is m * n + m-1. The chromosome can be expressed as:
Design of Fitness Function
Because it is the minimum value, the fitness function is set to the reciprocal of the sum of the discarded widths of the coils. The objective function of the r chromosome is denoted by C r, k is a constant, and the fitness function can be expressed as:
Population Initialization
The initial population was generated using the stochastic generation method. According to the coding matrix, randomly generate a chromosome, calculate whether the chromosome satisfies the constraints, if satisfied, then the initial population, if not satisfied, it will be abandoned. The process is repeated until the number of individuals in the initial population reaches a pre-set value.
Choose Design
Using the fitness ratio method to determine the selection probability, the probability of each individual being selected is proportional to the fitness function value. Assumed group size for R, the r individual fitness value of F r, then the probability of this individual being chosen is
Use the tournament selection method13 to select the individual. From the group randomly selected k individuals (k called the scale of the competition), the most adaptive individuals to save as a male parent. Repeated selection, so that the number of selected male parents to reach the number of population size to complete the selection operation.
Cross Design
Using a uniform method, each time in accordance with the uniform probability of each segment of each segment of the same cross-swap, the formation of two new individuals. The probability that each bit is selected is random and equal and independent of the other bits.
Assuming the following two chromosomes: After the cross operation, to check whether the new individual legitimacy, abandon the illegal individual, leaving the legitimate individual as a new generation.
Variation Design
Using the cycle of mobile mutation, the first random selection of a gene bit, and then in order to extract the order of each section of the gene composition of the ring, to the left after the cycle of a place back to the original locus.
Assuming that the randomly selected gene bit is 3, the mutation process is as follows: the variation before： ： 7,6,5, 9, 1,8,8,4,13, 1,12,3,3,11, 1,6,0,15,4, 1,2 Mutations may produce illegal chromosomes, so after the mutation operation to verify its legitimacy, the illegal individual to give up, to retain the legitimate individual as a new generation into the population.
Improved Design Based on Preference Algorithm
The result of the traditional genetic algorithm is that the residual width is just the same as the cutting width, which leads to some breadth of the final number of crop cakes greater than the expected number of biscuits. This result is not ideal. Based on this, this paper designs a preference-based gene adjustment program. In each planning result, each chromosome is evaluated to see if there is a case where the remaining width is equal to the cutting width. If it appears, search for the current volume from the coil with the largest remaining width to the coil with the smaller remaining width If the number of the corresponding cutting width of the cake is greater than 1, such as greater than 1 the current volume of the corresponding cutting width of the number of breadcounts minus 1, the remaining width and cutting width of the same volume of the corresponding cutting width of the cake plus 1.
Improve the adjustment process as follows: Assume that a chromosome before adjustment is : The corresponding residual width before and after adjustment of chromosome is shown in figure 1 (a) (b) . The algorithm to improve the strategy is shown in Figure 2 .
SIMULATION TEST AND RESULT ANALAYSIS Simulation Example Model Construction
The relevant input parameters for modeling are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 .
Simulation Parameter Settings
The simulation parameter Settings are shown in table 3
Simulation Test and Result Analysis
The best chromosomes obtained by traditional genetic algorithms: The optimal individual fitness before and after improvement is shown in table 4.
The remaining width distribution of the pre -and post roll is improved, as shown in Figure 3 (a) (b) . The results show that the residual width is mainly distributed on the latter two rolls. After the improvement, only the second coil remains 15mm, which belongs to the usable width, which can be directly used next time. The actual width of the roll is zero, and all the remaining widths are concentrated in the last one, which results in the expected planning optimization. The best chromosomal fitness and average fitness evolution trends of the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 4 and For 100 consecutive results, the stability is shown in figure 6 . Analysis of the above data shows that the results of example simulation in this paper based on the idea of preferences to the condenser coil cutting program planning problem of solution can meet the practical requirements for the management of cutting coil. In terms of performance, the deviation of the first 100 calculation results is not significant, and the fitness is basically stable at about 33%, indicating the stability of the algorithm is good.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper mainly studies the optimization of coil cutting in the process of capacitor manufacturing. First of all, through the coil cutting leads to cutting optimization problem, define and explain the cutting model to be used parameters. Then the mathematic model is established for the optimization problem of coil cutting, and the model is solved by improving the genetic algorithm. Finally, the feasibility of the algorithm is verified by programming simulation, and the simulation results are analyzed statistically.
